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Table 1: Definitions to be used in this paper 

( f )  = (1/2L)f f(z)dz, (4) 6(z) E jj{hg}, (11) 

{f} = f - Q .  (5 )  A = (a(z)), (12) 

P@) = (a(zEAYA, (13) 
For eveny(z) 3 (y) = 0: 

pb(Z) @wA)/A, (14) 
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= ~gzy(z')dzt and (6) a=-, 3 s2 p-a--, L2 (15) 

q E Q/A I (16) 

IC = KmK, (8) Keff= k?Uhlz), (17) 

h(z) = K(z)k, 

g - h, (10) P, h,kLz/n2. (19) 

2 J h =  { ~ o = ~ ~ o $ ~ ~ " ~ ~ " l .  (7) 

(9) CD - 3kz(g2), (18) 

containing A and p(z). Because of our periodicity constraint 
these have the essence of the K-V equations (1) and (2). 

WERATWE SOLUTION OF K-V EQUATIONS 
On the right of Eq. (25), the kh(z) term dominates the terms 

involving the unknown function p(z). They are omitted for the 
initial integrations, which give h0 Then we insert pp) into 
(25) and integrate again to get kIy h e  process is repeated for 
hZy The resulting terms of greatest significance are: 

PC0) = -k& (26d 

(26h) p = p + akJJg+ kz6 + +ak3J[$, 

(2) 

(1) (0) 

p = a2kIfllg - k311b6 -2ak3JgS. (26~)  

To complete the approximate solution of the K-V equations, 
p(z) from Eq. (26) is put in the matching equation (24). From 
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Eq. (26) we discarded items, such as Z&Jl& that would give 
terms in (24) higherthan thirdpower in theparameters k 2 , g  
and q. A miniscule term, qk2l,S(z), in pcol is also omitted. 

The order of a term in the matching equation is reckoned by 
counting the number of factors l?, g and q. (These would 
become small parameters in a non-dimensional formalism [8]. 
Here, we prefer to retain pbysicd units for length z, etc.) 

ThhUMm Inserting Eq. (26) into Eq. (24) yields seven 
terms [8] through third order. Some terms combine, with result 
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Here c3 is of order unity [8]. Roman-numeral subscripts on A 
and E signify the order of approximation-thud order in this 
case. The subscript on p-A-4 indicates that A, mq. (33)] is 
used to approximate A. The matching equntion (27) is in the 
standard form of the smooth approximation, Eq. (33), and can 
be solved to find the thud-order A 

A,,,2 = (Q/ZK+eff) + [(Q/ZK;")'+ €,'/K+qln. (30) 

Eq. (32) can be solved for or Qp in ,the same way as for 
the thud order, giving useful appromahons when K(z) and 
E produce cro and a less than about 80'. 

First Order: The three terms of lowest order produce what 
is called the first-order matching equation in this paper (Ref'. 
[7] used another terminology). This is the classic smooth 
approximation. These terms give !?([I~I]~)= a/3+ q, or, using 
the definitions (E), (16), and (17) 

First, second, and third-order results for A, from (33), (32) 
and (30), are plotted in Fig. la. The smooth approximation is 
relatively inaccurate except near the point where its exor 
curve crosses the 0% line. 

MAXIMUM RADIUS 

Knowing the matched mean radius A, one can complete the 
solution for the envelope a@) = A[l+p(z)] using p(z) from 
Eq. (26); b(z) can be found by changing the sign of the terms 
that contain odd powers ofk. 

Some terms of Eq. (26) can be written in exact form [8] for 
models such as FODO, but Fourier expansion is more useful 
in general: 

If the input quantity is the mean radius Ainp, then Eq. (27) b(z) = h, [ cosL xz t T% 1 cos 3- nz t -c 1 cos 5E ...I . (34) gives the allowable Q to thud order, L 5 5  L 

Qm = A. 2 8  K -Em/Ainp 2 2 . Values (usually of order unity) of h, and cn for both FODO 
and smooth profiles are given in Ref. 181. With the definition 

'UP t 
,2 €I p =3--  (35) Second: There are two second-order terms. One 

yields the correction to pff seen in Eq. (28). The other term is 
a$@), or, using definition (18), :O, We define 

we I - x2 A? 

am"" = A,[l+p,(l+& c3+& cs) t :p:(l+ 5)  
E,: = €*(I+@), (3 1) 

and get + kP,(l+$P:+R)] (36) 

0. (32) using results from Ref [8]. The accuracy of Eq. (36) is shown 
in Fig. lb, along with that of the truncations 

K+&- _ _  €1: 3 = 

AJl? A,' 
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This equation is used to calculate co as a function of the 
strength of the qnndrnpole field gradient. Figure 2b shows its 
accuracy and also illusbates the second-order case 

and (the mooth  approximation) 

af" =A,[l+p,]. 

PHASE ADVANCES 

(38) 

aOn = 2L(K+?'"[l+ $01 (44) 
From the well-hown phase-amplitude result [9], the phase and the smooth approximation, advance per quadrupole cell of length 2L is 

li2 
q1 = 2L(Ke9 . (45) 

a = E J"* = 2LE (a-2). 

We approximate a(z) by p4n[l+p(z)] with Am from Eq. (30) 
and P(z) to third order from Eq. (26). Subsrripb omitted 
for brevity. Expanding a-2 and taking the average gives 

E Contract No. DE-ACO3-76SFOOO98. 
a = 2 ~ - ~  [1+3(~2) -4 (~3)+5(~4)  --I. (39) 
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